
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ALL WELCOME 

Enterprise, entrepreneurialism, and the place of place in constructing an 
occupational identity 

Speaker:   Dr Rebecca Gill (Texas A&M University) 
 
The shifting workplace trends said to characterize a post-Fordist, enterprising 
society have given rise to an increase in entrepreneurship as both a management 
approach and individual practice. Moreover, the forces contributing to these 
changes have sought to characterize entrepreneurship as forwarding a distinct 
occupational identity that is shared by all entrepreneurs but which constructs the 
entrepreneur in limited ways; as an elite, masculine, middle-upper middle class 
figure. But what does this mean for the development of entrepreneurs and an 
entrepreneurial identity for entrepreneurs across the globe? Does this image of 
the entrepreneur manifest the same in all places, and how does local place factor 
into the sensemaking and practices of enterprise and entrepreneurship? This talk 
questions how place functions as a distinct dimension of entrepreneurial identity, 
focusing on how Silicon Valley in the USA operates as a metonym for 

entrepreneurship across the globe, but then shows how particular regions both consent to and resist this 
limited picture of entrepreneurship. Implications for a New Zealand entrepreneurial identity are considered, 
along with the value of conducting qualitative, comparative research in entrepreneurship and management 
studies. 

 
Dr. Gill examines processes of work and organizing through a critical-feminist lens to interrogate how 
historical and contemporary discourses involving neoliberalism, entrepreneurship, and gender/difference 
operate in the service of identity construction. Recent work has interrogated how assumptions of class, 
gender, and place assist entrepreneurs in articulating an identity and making sense of their experiences and 
practices. Related interests include feminist theory, organizational history, qualitative organizational methods, 
corporate social responsibility, and globalization. Dr. Gill’s work has been published in journals that include: 
Human Relations, Communication Monographs, Management Communication Quarterly, Organization, and 
Qualitative Research on Organizations and Management, as well as in the edited books, The Debate over 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Public Address and Moral Judgment: Critical Studies in Ethical Tensions. 
 

Where:         Atrium Building, Room AT5 
When:          10 February 2014, 12 – 1:30 pm 

For more information please contact Professor Shiv Ganesh s.n.ganesh@massey.ac.nz 
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